
FC 533
APPENDIX B

INCARCERABLE TRAFFIC OFFENSES

Section Description (Refer to the Transportation Article for the complete law.)

12-301(c-f) Special identification cards - fraud and misrepresentation
14-102 Driving vehicle without consent of owner
14-103 Possession of Motor Vehicle Master Key
14-104 Damaging or tampering with vehicle
14-107(b-k)Transfer, removing, or falsifying ID number
14-110 Alter or forge documents and plates with fraudulent intent

* 15-302 Dealer's license required
15-312 Vehicle sales transactions - prohibited acts
15-313 Deceptive advertising
15-314 Licensee selling after cancellation, suspension, revocation, or expiration of license

* 15-402 Vehicle salesman's license required
15-411 Vehicle salesman - prohibited acts

* 15-502(a) Automotive Dismantlers, Recyclers, and Scrap Processors - License Required (2nd Offense)
15-502(c) Vehicle storage by unlicensed person

* 16-101 Driver must be licensed
16-301 Unlawful application for or use of license

* 16-303 Driving while license is cancelled, suspended, refused, or revoked
* 17-107 Known operation of uninsured motor vehicle prohibited
* 17-110 Providing false evidence of required security

18-104 Vehicle with incorrect odometer; rental of
18-106 Unauthorized use of rented motor vehicle

* 20-102 Driver to remain at scene of accident resulting in bodily injury or death
20-103 Driver to remain at scene of accident resulting only in damage to attended vehicle or property
20-104 Duty to give information and render aid
20-105 Duty on striking unattended vehicle or other property
20-108 False reports
21-206(a,h)Interference with traffic control devices or R.R. signs or signals
21-502(a,c) Yield right-of-way to pedestrian in crosswalk

* 21-902(a-d) Driving or attempting to drive while intoxicated, impaired by drugs or controlled dangerous
substance

21-902.1 Driving motor vehicle within 12 hours after violation of 21-902
* 21-904(b-e) Fleeing or eluding a uniformed police officer
* 21-1411 Transportation of dangerous substances

22-405.1 Regrooved tires, sale or use
22-415 Tampering with or altering odometer
23-109 Certification of inspection
25-112 CVISN transponder
27-107(d-g) Ignition interlock system
27-349 Unauthorized use of vehicle - criminal intent (Annotated Code of Maryland)
27-388 Manslaughter by automobile (Annotated Code of Maryland)

* Offenses which carry increased penalties for second or subsequent convictions.
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